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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The objectives of the Tasmanian Strategic Flood Mapping Project are to assist flood affected
communities to recover from the 2016 floods through a better understanding of flood behaviour,
and to increase the resilience of Tasmanian communities to future flood events. The targeted
outcomes of the project are that post-flood recovery will be informed by up-to-date flood risk
information, ownership of flood risk is appropriately allocated, flood risk can be included in
investment decisions, and responsibility for flood mitigation costs can be appropriately allocated.
As part of the Tasmanian Flood Mapping Project to address the objectives, state-wide Strategic
Flood Maps are being developed to support flood risk assessment and post event analysis. This
report describes the hydrologic modelling methods to be used in the state-wide modelling.
Model framework
The software platform chosen for the state-wide modelling is Innovyze’s ICM. The underlying
hydrologic modelling for this project is being developed in two platforms. The state-wide model is
built in WMAwater’s in-house RAFTS modelling framework, to allow for automation of processes,
before implementation of final calibration and design parameters in ICM. The WMAwater RAFTS
model (“external model”) is used to derive rainfalls for each sub-catchment for calibration events,
for calibration of hydrologic model parameters, to select critical durations, Areal Reduction Factors
(ARFs) and critical temporal patterns for design flood modelling. The RAFTS model in ICM is
parameterised with the calibration parameters derived from the WMAwater RAFTS model, and
final model simulations are undertaken in ICM.
The methodology for derivation of catchment and sub-catchment topology and characteristics in
the hydrologic model are developed considering that the process must be automated on a statewide scale. Two datasets were assessed for their applicability to this study; the state-wide 10 m
DEM, and catchments derived as part of the Conservation of Freshwater Ecosystem Values
(CFEV) Program (DPIW 2008).
An established, automated approach using the external hydrologic model is used to enable
efficient calibration of the state-wide hydrologic models. The sub-catchment rainfalls and
parameters derived using this model are then uploaded to the RAFTS model in ICM. The
hydrologic model developed in the WMAwater framework is a hybrid, with the catchment routing
performed using the RAFTS method, and the channel routing performed using the WBNM area
method. The hydrodynamic model covers the complete catchment and represents several flow
schemes from steep, fast flows in the upper catchment, to slower deeper flow in the main channel.
This variance in flow behaviour needs to be represented in both the hydrologic and hydrodynamic
models. To capture this behaviour in the routing of the hydrologic model, a relationship was
developed between the slope of each sub-catchment and the channel routing parameter in the
external model.
Model calibration
Hydrologic model calibration is undertaken for the calibration events, for catchments where there
is sufficient flow data available, and for areas where the calibration event was a significant flood.
Three RAFTS model parameters are calibrated: IL (initial loss), CL (continuing loss) and BX
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(catchment routing parameter scale). Sub-catchment PERN is assigned based on the areal
weighted average of PERN for each land use group within each sub-catchment; this is scaled in
calibration using the BX factor at a catchment-wide level. The model is calibrated using an
automated process using a shuffled complex evolution (SCE) approach to optimise a custom
goodness-of-fit metric. The channel routing parameter, R, is calculated for each sub-catchment
using the relationship between slope and R, and held fixed at these values during auto-calibration.
If large scaling factors are being applied to the routing parameters, the catchment characteristics
upstream of the gauge are reviewed and, where appropriate, the underlying R or PERN values of
only some proportion of the catchment are changed to more closely reflect expected ICM model
outputs.
Once events have been satisfactorily calibrated in the external model, ICM-RAFTS is
parameterised with the calibrated BX and event losses. The ICM-RAFTS model is run and the
runoffs from individual sub-catchments are validated against runoffs produced by the external
hydrologic model to ensure that parameters have been transferred correctly, and runoff behaviour
is consistent. The events are then run through the ICM hydrologic and hydrodynamic models, and
the routed flows produced are compared to flows produced from the external hydrologic model at
selected locations. This is done to check that the simplified routing in the external hydrologic model
is producing acceptable hydrograph shapes when compared to the routing in the hydrodynamic
model. If it is found that there are large differences in routing, the channel routing parameter in
the external hydrologic model is modified to better represent the hydraulic modelled flows, and
event calibration of losses and BX is repeated. This process is repeated until an acceptable match
is achieved between models.
Sub-catchment rainfall data for historical events is required for use in the hydrologic model
calibration. Due to limited broadscale availability of sub-daily rainfall data for earlier events,
different approaches are used for the earlier calibration events (up to and including the August
1970 event) and the more recent calibration events (from August 2007 onwards). Up to 1970,
AWAP is used as the basis for calculating sub-catchment rainfall depths. For events post 1970,
an inverse distance weighting method using recorded rainfall data is used to calculate subcatchment rainfall depths. Temporal patterns for each calibration event are derived from available
pluviograph data.
Following this event calibration, catchment average initial and continuing loss values are
calibrated at sites with suitable gauged records, by optimising the fit of the flows produced from
the hydrologic model to the results of Flood Frequency Analysis (FFA) at the gauge. Within the
catchments, losses are distributed according to the soil layer data provided.
A method for regionalising hydrologic model parameters is required for assigning parameters to
ungauged catchments. The PERN parameter is regionalised based on the land use layer. Loss
parameters are initially derived for ungauged catchments based on a nearest neighbour approach
and are distributed throughout each catchment using the soils moisture loss layer provided for this
project. To investigate the suitability of this approach, a Leave One Out (LOO) analysis will be
undertaken at gauge sites once all gauge location are calibrated. If the use of the nearest
neighbour approach does not produce acceptable outcomes, other approaches to regionalising
losses will be investigated.
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Design hydrology
The inputs for the design hydrology modelling (Intensity Frequency Duration (IFD) depths, losses,
pre-burst rainfalls, Areal Reduction Factors and temporal patterns) are obtained from the ARR
Data Hub (Babister et al, 2016) and BoM website (Bureau of Meteorology, 2019).
A major aim of this regional assessment is to achieve a design envelope, where the estimated
design flood extent provides a valid flood extent for all areas of the catchment, not just for a single
area of interest. The areal reduction factor (ARF) – temporal pattern (TP) – storm duration
combination that results in a critical flow at one point in a catchment is not necessarily the same
combination that would cause a critical flow at another point in the catchment. A method was
developed to identify a set of temporal patterns, ARF and duration combinations that will achieve
an envelope of design flow in all regions of the model. The method uses the following steps:
• Sub-catchments are assigned an ARF based on ARF group or bin instead of the exact
upstream area. These bins are set up to minimise the total ARF error while allowing
significantly less total model runs
•
•

•

The critical duration, ARF, and flow for each sub-catchment is found by running the full
model for all valid ARF, duration, TP combinations based on ARR 2019 (Ball et al., 2019)
A number of design runs are selected to give a representative range of duration, ARF and
TP combinations across the catchment, based on minimising errors between running only
the few (approximately 4 per AEP) selected runs and running each sub-catchment’s
individual critical pattern.
These selected runs are run through the full ICM hydrologic and hydrodynamic model to
produce project outputs

For headwater and very small coastal sub-catchments, direct rainfall is used with alternating block
temporal pattern.
The selected design hydrology inputs are run for 2%, 1% and 0.5% AEP events in the ICM RAFTS
model to produce inputs to ICM hydrodynamic model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Flooding occurs regularly throughout Tasmania; the Bureau of Meteorology describes numerous
major flood events that have occurred since the early 1800s. Following the 2016 Tasmanian
floods, the need for state and local governments, communities and emergency response agencies
to better understand flooding in Tasmania was identified. Improved flood intelligence would allow
for targeted and appropriate investment in flood recovery and increased community resilience to
future flood events. The Independent Review into the Tasmanian Floods of June and July 2016
found that there were gaps in flood studies and flood plans over Tasmania, both in
comprehensiveness and currency.
The objectives of the Tasmanian Strategic Flood Mapping Project are to assist flood affected
communities to recover from the 2016 floods through a better understanding of flood behaviour,
and to increase the resilience of Tasmanian communities to future flood events. The targeted
outcomes of the project are that post-flood recovery will be informed by up-to-date flood risk
information, ownership of flood risk is appropriately allocated, flood risk can be included in
investment decisions, and responsibility for flood mitigation costs can be appropriately allocated.
The Tasmanian Flood Mapping Project aims to address the objectives and outcomes by:
• providing communities with access to a high resolution digital terrain model that can be
used for flood modelling, through collection of LiDAR data over Tasmania
• developing state-wide Strategic Flood Maps to support flood risk assessment and post
event analysis, and
•

partnering with Local Government to deliver detailed flood studies and evacuation planning
for communities with highest flood risk that do not have a current flood study.

This project addresses the second component of the Tasmanian Flood Mapping Project, the
development of state-wide Strategic Flood Maps.
This report describes the hydrologic modelling methods to be used in the state-wide modelling.
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2. OVERVIEW
The hydrologic modelling for the strategic flood mapping project uses two platforms:
•
•

An in-house RAFTS modelling framework (external hydrologic model); and
RAFTS model within ICM (ICM RAFTS, deliverable hydrologic model).

The external hydrologic modelling framework allows for automation of processes, before
implementation of final design parameters in ICM and is independent of the ICM hydrologic model.
This model is used to derive rainfalls for each sub-catchment for calibration events, and to run
large scale automated calibration to derive initial sets of model parameters. It is also used to select
temporal pattern – ARF – duration design rainfall sets for design model runs. This model is not a
deliverable of the project.
For calibration events, the sub-catchment rainfalls and initial model parameters derived in the
external hydrologic model are then input to ICM RAFTS for final model calibration. For design
events, the selected TP-ARF-duration design rainfalls are run in ICM RAFTS and passed to ICM
hydrodynamic model for modelling of design events and production of results for mapping.
Detailed descriptions of hydrologic model calibration and selection of design inputs are provided
in Sections 6 and 7 respectively.
The final project deliverables include the ICM model, incorporating the ICM RAFTS model and
hydrodynamic model. WMAwater’s external hydrologic model is only used to enable efficient
calibration and design temporal pattern selection on a state-wide basis and is best considered a
prototyping tool and as such is not a deliverable, nor does it produce any results that are directly
used in the deliverables. Throughout this report WMAwater’s in-house hydrologic model is
referred to as the “external hydrologic model” as it is external to the model that will be handed
over on the completion of the project.
The overall modelling method is shown in
Diagram 1. The modelling method includes the following steps:
• Data preparation
o Extraction and collation of rainfall data for identified calibration events
o Gridding rainfall data across each catchment
o Extraction of flow data for identified calibration events at each flow site, and
assessment of suitability of this data for calibration
o Fitting FFA to suitable flow records
o Extraction of design data – IFDs, temporal patterns, pre-burst rainfalls from ARR
DataHub (automated in the modelling process)
• Hydrologic modelling
o Identification of flow gauge locations
o Identification of dam and diversion locations
o Sub-catchment delineation in GIS
o Inclusion of dam storage and spillway ratings where required and available
o Event calibration for routing and losses using automated external RAFTS
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•

•

•

modelling tool. Output event sub-catchment rainfalls, routing parameters and event
losses for input to ICM model
o Running event calibration through ICM RAFTS model to provide sub-catchment
pickups for direct input into ICM hydrodynamic model
o As required, revise hydrologic parameters within ICM-RAFTS to obtain good match
to historic flood information provided
o Once a good match is achieved, provide ICM-RAFTS modified hydrologic
parameters back to the external hydrologic model to ensure consistency
o As required, confirm the response between the external hydrologic model and ICM
hydrodynamic model is consistent to enable design event analysis
o Calibration of design losses to FFA using automated external hydrologic model
o Calibration of design losses to FFA using automated external RAFTS model
o Running design events in the external hydrologic model, with design data,
calibrated routing parameters and design losses. Outputs design sub-catchment
rainfalls for selected design event for input to ICM combined hydrologic and
hydrodynamic model
o Run design events through ICM RAFTS model to provide sub-catchment pickups
for direct input into ICM hydrodynamic model
Hydrodynamic modelling in ICM
o Importing base DEM
o Setting roughness values, referencing calibrated PERN value from hydrologic
model
o Meshing
o Incorporation of structures
o Setting up rainfall inputs (depth and temporal pattern), losses and dam/diversion
outflows from the hydrologic model
o Calibration model runs
o Compare model results with hydrologic model runs and calibration points
Model iteration (if necessary)
o Adjust routing parameters values in both external and ICM RAFTS hydrologic
model if necessary, based on results of hydrodynamic model calibration
o Rerun hydrologic models for calibration events
o Set roughness values in hydrodynamic model
o Rerun hydrodynamic model for calibration events
Design model runs
o Run design envelope methodology in external hydrologic model to determine
appropriate ARF, durations and temporal pattern(s) for each sub-catchment
o Design parameters (routing and losses) setup in ICM RAFTS
o Design model runs in hydrodynamic model in ICM
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Diagram 1: Overview of modelling method
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3. AVAILABLE DATA
The available data is described in detail in the Tasmanian Strategic Flood Map Data Review
Report (WMAwater, September 2020a). An overview of the data is given below. Further details of
catchment-by-catchment data availability for gauges and dams are provided in each catchment’s
calibration report.

3.1. Rainfall data
The Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) provided data for and analysis of 13 significant rain events
across Tasmania (BOM, 2019) as described in the Hydrologic Methods Report and Data Review
report (WMAWater, 2020a). The data that used for the model calibration includes AWS and
pluviograph data covering the calibration events, and AWAP rainfall grids. Pluviograph data has
also been obtained from Hydro Tasmania for sites that were operating during each calibration
event. The calibration events are shown in Table 1. Review of these 13 events with flow gauge
data showed that these events were not significant floods in many catchments. Additional
calibration events have been selected for individual catchments, and BOM is providing data for
these events, which is processed using the method described in Section 6.1.2.
The rainfall methodology also uses daily rainfall data. Data from all 1107 daily rainfall stations in
Tasmania was downloaded from the Bureau website (BOM, 2021). A total of 534 Bureau rainfall
gauges were operating for all or part of the period from 2007 to 2018, which covers the events
analysed for this study. It is not known which gauges were used in derivation of the AWAP rainfalls
for each event. The distribution of Bureau rainfall gauges currently operating is shown in Diagram
2 (Bureau of Meteorology, 2021).
Locations of daily and sub-daily rain gauges, including Bureau and Hydro Tasmania sites, are
shown in Diagram 3. Note that the sites shown as Bureau sites are those where data was supplied
by the Bureau for this project, and some sites may be run by other agencies. Sub-daily rainfall
that was provided on a fixed timestep was given as either 1 minutely, 5 minutely or 15 minutely,
and some rainfall data was also provided as event rainfall at non-fixed times steps.
Comparison of Diagrams 2 and 3 shows that the addition of Hydro Tasmania sites greatly
improves the coverage over Tasmania, particularly in the west coast and central plateau areas.
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Diagram 2: Bureau of Meteorology rainfall sites operating in May 2021 (Bureau of Meteorology,
2021).
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Diagram 3: Rain gauge locations

3.2. Streamflow data
Where possible, water level data, streamflow data, gaugings and ratings have been obtained from
DPIPWE and Hydro Tasmania for sites where high flows are considered to be unimpacted by
development and are therefore representative of natural flows in the waterway. Sites where data
has been obtained are listed in Appendix A of the Data Review Report (WMAwater, 2020a).
It is not possible to easily obtain gaugings and ratings for DPIPWE sites that are no longer in
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operation, as this information has not been transferred to their current database. It is also very
time consuming to extract rating and gauging information for current sites from the DPIPWE
system. Some screenshots of information on the rating curves at some DPIPWE gauges has been
obtained, although these ratings do not always cover the periods of the calibration events.
Information on the gauge zero levels in AHD is not generally available, with water levels usually
provided to a local datum. DPIPWE has provided information on gauge zero levels in AHD where
available, however some inconsistencies have been found with multiple values given for the same
gauge. Hydro Tasmania does not have information available on converting local datums to AHD.
Noting the scarcity of data, a process to develop estimated rating curves and gauge zero level for
a number of gauges of significance for the state was undertaken. This involved the development
of local high resolution surfaces (derived from LiDAR) to derive rating curves. The outcomes of
this assessment are presented in WMAWwater (2021a). The information available will be
reviewed and utilised during the calibration phase of the project.
The streamflow data over the state has been assessed to investigate availability during the original
13 calibration events. The assessment of the calibration data is shown in Table 1.

3.3. Dams data
Spill and storage rating curve data has been obtained or requested from Hydro Tasmania,
Tasmanian Irrigation and TasWater. Data has been obtained for almost all Hydro Tasmania dams,
however data has not been provided for many TasWater and Tasmanian Irrigation dams.
Timeseries data for spillway and power station discharge has also been obtained or requested
from Hydro Tasmania. Where storage and spillway ratings are not supplied, the dam volumes,
surface area, spillway width and depth are obtained from DPIPWE dams register if possible, or
estimated from aerial photography or any other available data sources if necessary. In these
cases, simple routing equations are developed assuming dams are at FSL and spillways are
modelled as broad crested weirs.

3.4. Soil group data
Soil group data and losses were provided for this project from the unpublished Hydrologic Soil
Groups of Tasmania as described in the Tasmanian Strategic Flood Map Data Review Report
(WMAwater, September 2020a).

3.5. Design inputs
The design inputs (Intensity Frequency Duration (IFD) depths, losses, pre-burst rainfalls, Areal
Reduction Factors and temporal patterns) are available through the ARR Data Hub (Babister et
al, 2016) or BoM website (Bureau of Meteorology, 2019).

3.5.1. Design rainfall depths and spatial pattern
Intensity Frequency Duration (IFD) information is obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology
120038: Hydrology methods report Aug 2021.docx: 23 August 2021
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website (Bureau of Meteorology, 2019) for each sub-catchment.
1% AEP design rainfalls are adjusted for climate change, following the method in ARR 2019. The
following method is used:
• Download climate change factors from the ARR Data Hub across Tasmania
•

•
•

ARR recommends the use of the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 values, however the Tasmanian
Planning Scheme recommends the use of RCP8.5 and this has been adopted for this
project.
Calculated a new rainfall scaling factor for each sub-catchment using Equation 1.6.1 in
ARR Book 1
Apply scaling factor to design rainfalls at a sub-catchment level.

3.5.2. Temporal patterns
Areal and point temporal patterns across Tasmania are downloaded from the ARR Data Hub.
ARR 2016 Book 2 Chapter 5 (Ball et. al. 2019) recommends the use of areal temporal patterns
(ATP) for catchments greater than 75 km2, however these are not available for durations shorter
than 12 hours. Therefore, when assessing the reference critical flow for each sub-catchment point
temporal patterns (PTP) are used for sub-catchments with an upstream area of less than 75 km2.
For sub-catchments with an upstream area greater than 75km2 areal temporal patterns are used,
however if this identifies a critical duration of 12 hours (the shortest duration available with areal
temporal patterns) point temporal patterns are used to check if the critical duration is less than 12
hours and, in this case, point temporal patterns are used.

3.5.3. Pre-burst rainfalls
Pre-burst rainfall depths are taken from the ARR Data Hub (Babister et al, 2016). At all sites where
calibration to FFA is undertaken the median pre-burst is subtracted from the Initial Loss (IL) if the
IL depth is greater than the pre-burst depth. Pre-burst depths are applied catchment-wide simply
by reducing the IL for all further modelling steps.
If the pre-burst depths are greater than the IL the model is run with pre-burst temporal patterns
derived from historical sub-daily rainfall time series. Pre-burst temporal patterns are derived at
long term rain gauges regionally around the state. For example in the north-west, north-east,
central, south-west and east coast, depending on available gauges. The highest historical events
are found at these gauges for a short, medium and long duration and the pre-burst extracted and
converted to a temporal pattern. These are then scaled for all rainfall ratios required. Model
sensitivity to pre-burst is undertaken and where pre-burst is insignificant it may be ignored. If a
model is found to be particularly sensitive to pre-burst, local patterns for that catchment may be
derived if data is available. In cases where pre-burst significantly changes the shape or fit of the
FFA to better match observed, these patterns are used in the design pattern selection and the
final ICM design runs.
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Table 1: Summary of rainfall and streamflow data availibility for all calibration events
Potential for calibration by area
Event
Date
West
North East
South East
Islands
Hobart is the only sub-daily rain gauge in the state and was not in a high rainfall area.
1
April 1929
The 2 stream gauges available are outside worst impacted regions
2
February 1946
Very limited data, maybe some verification possible
No - area rainfall not significant
3
April 1960
Very sparse data but possibly a few select sites may be possible for verification
Possibly - rainfall/streamflow data is
No - area rainfall not
No - area rainfall not
No rainfall/streamflow
4
May 1969
sparse, but some calibration or
significant
significant
data
verification may be possible
Possibly - rainfall data is
sparse, but some
Possibly - rainfall/streamflow data is
No - area rainfall not
5
August 1970
No rainfall data
calibration or verification
sparse but may be possible
significant
may be possible
Possibly in Huon, mainly
Possibly if more rainfall can Possibly - depending on quality of
No - area rainfall not
6
August 2007
rainfall not as significant as
be obtained from Hydro
accum data (which is often poor)
significant
other parts of the state
No - area rainfall not
No - area rainfall not
7
January 2011
Yes
No streamflow data
significant
significant
No - area rainfall not
No - area rainfall not
8
March 2011
Yes
No streamflow data
significant
significant
No - area rainfall not
No - area rainfall not
9
February 2012
No - area rainfall not significant
No streamflow data
significant
significant
No - area rainfall not
No - area rainfall not
10
January 2016
Yes
No streamflow data
significant
significant
Possibly - rainfall not as
11
June 2016
Yes
Yes
significant as other parts of No streamflow data
the state
Possibly in Huon, mainly
No - area rainfall not
12
July 2016
Yes
No - area rainfall not significant
rainfall not as significant as
significant
other parts of the state
No - area rainfall not
Possibly - some significant falls around
No - area rainfall not
13
May 2018
Yes
significant
Mt Victoria but may not be significant
significant
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4. MODEL FRAMEWORK
To enable efficient calibration and design event selection for the state-wide hydrologic models, an
external hydrologic model framework has been developed for undertaking the initial state-wide
project. This is used to inform parameters and rainfalls to upload to the ICM model for final
modelling and project delivery. Therefore, the hydrology for the state-wide modelling project is
broken up into two distinct entities:
•
•

WMAwater’s external hydrologic model. This is used for broad-scale automation and run
selection, but is not used directly in providing project deliverables
ICM’s internal combined hydrologic and hydrodynamic model. This model uses
parameters (losses and catchment routing) and design model runs determined using the
external hydrologic model to create hydrographs and flood maps for project reporting and
deliverables, and will ultimately be the project deliverable.

4.1. External hydrologic model infrastructure
The external hydrologic model is used to allow for automated processes to be run at scale to then
inform parameters and critical event selection to run through the full ICM hydrologic and
hydrodynamic model. The external model is used to run event calibration and the full ensemble
of design inputs for design events, to determine critical durations, temporal patterns and
appropriate Areal Reduction Factors (ARFs) to be run in ICM for design events. This approach
was tested in the pilot catchment study.
The approach uses WMAwater in-house tools which have been extensively tested on projects
involving large state-wide models for ARR2019 and other projects. Use of this methodology
provides project efficiencies, enabling development and calibration of state-wide hydrologic
models to be expedited. WMAwater’s external hydrologic modelling framework is automated to
enable thousands of model runs to be undertaken, allowing both autocalibration of model
parameters and ensemble design model runs. Whilst automation of model runs is possible in ICM,
it is less efficient and there are no standard or tested systems currently available.
The existing hydrologic model in WMAwater’s framework was WBNM, whilst ICM includes the
RAFTS model as the only standard Australian hydrologic model. The WMAwater framework was
therefore recoded to provide an option to run RAFTS instead of WBNM to derive sub-catchment
runoff.
The hydrology inside ICM is a modification of the standard RAFTS procedure. The Laurenson
non-linear routing procedure is used to develop runoff hydrographs, and 1d hydrodynamic links
are used to model channel routing. The key insight of the Laurenson method is the splitting of
individual sub catchments into 10 subareas with the same response time (isochrones) and routing
the flow between these subareas (Diagram 4).
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Diagram 4: RAFTS routing
The routing in each individual sub area is uses the following equation
𝑠 = 𝐵𝑞 𝑛+1
Where:
S is storage
B is the storage delay time coefficient
Q is discharge
N is the nonlinear exponent (-0.285)
The delay time coefficient is found solving the following equation
𝐵𝑎𝑣 = 0.285 𝐴0.52 (1 + 𝑈)−1.97 𝑆𝑐−0.50

4.2. External model validation
The implementation of RAFTS in the WMAwater framework was tested against the standard
RAFTS implementation for the pilot catchment, and was found to give equivalent outputs. Diagram
5 shows example sub-catchments from the Meander catchment, run for the June 2016 calibration
event Most sub-catchment areas are between 600 and 1000 hectares, however the two most
extreme areas are also plotted to show the full range of sizes. There were some very small
differences due to implementation of an improved solution optimiser in the WMAwater framework
and a simplification of taking the areal-weighted PERN and impervious area instead of having
different runoff surfaces as is the case in ICM-RAFTS. The two methods typically produced a
difference in flows of less than 2% for sub-catchments with significant rainfall totals (Diagram 5).
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Diagram 5: External hydrologic model (red) and ICM-RAFTS (blue) model sub-catchment pickup
flows for selected model sub-catchments with sub-catchment areas
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5. MODEL SETUP
5.1. Catchment and sub-catchment derivation
The methodology for derivation of catchment and sub-catchment topology and characteristics has
been developed considering that the process must be automated on a state-wide scale. Two
datasets were assessed for their applicability to this study; the state-wide 10 m DEM, and
catchments derived as part of the Conservation of Freshwater Ecosystem Values (CFEV)
Program (DPIW 2008).
The state-wide DEM developed for this project was not available at the time of the CFEV
development. Therefore, as part of the pilot catchment study, an investigation was undertaken
into whether the CFEV catchments are still appropriate, given this new DTM information. This
showed that there was generally good alignment between the sub-catchments derived from the
DTM and CFEV. Major differences were only observed in areas around dams or flowing directly
into the sea. Therefore, it was decided that it was appropriate be base sub-catchments on CFEV
with manual checks around major dams.
Sub-catchment delineation is based on the CFEV catchments. Two levels of catchment resolution
are available; a finer resolution sub-catchment set with a mean catchment size of 19 ha, and a
course resolution sub-catchment set with a mean catchment size of 6170 ha (Shown in Figure 1
for the pilot catchment). A catchment aggregator was developed to aggregate the finer resolution
CFEV River Section sub-catchments to sub-catchments of approximately 600 ha. This size was
chosen as it is comparable to the IFD gridcell size, however the target area can be set manually
for each catchment to allow smaller sub-catchments for smaller coastal catchments, and larger
areas in very large, remote catchments. The catchment aggregator was developed to also assess
catchment shape so variability in the sub-catchment size is allowed to achieve better shapes. The
catchment aggregator was coded to break sub-catchments at flow gauge sites and dam sites.
Use of the CFEV sub-catchments was preferred as there was considerable effort expended by
DPIPWE in defining the stream network and enforcing flows, and the dataset has been well tested
through use on a number of state-wide modelling projects. The CFEV dataset also provides good
representation of hydraulic structures and includes known piped flows and diversions. A Ruby
script was developed to import the CFEV sub-catchments directly into ICM.

5.2. Catchment slope calculation
The CFEV stream network is used for both the routing of the model, and for the calculation of the
sub-catchment slopes.
The CFEV stream network was adopted as it is an existing state-wide dataset which is appropriate
to use in a state-wide model. Sensitivity testing of the use of CFEV streamlines against using
streamlines calculated from the DEM was undertaken for the pilot catchment study. For this
sensitivity test, stream lines were derived from the DEM using GRASS watershed and slopes were
calculated on these streams in the same manner as for CFEV streams. These slopes were then
used to run a calibration event through the RAFTS model and there was found to be very little
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difference between the results.
The slope of each catchment is a key input parameter for the RAFTS model. The RAFTS manual
descripts the slope of a catchment as:
“The slope of [a] sub catchment… is defined as the average slope based on a
range of alternate weighted catchment slopes”
The CFEV dataset provides an existing set of known alternate flow paths in each catchment
generated. This allows the calculation of the slope simply by a length weighted formula.
∑(𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 × 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ)
𝑆𝐴𝑣𝑔 =
∑𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
Two methods for the calculation of catchment slope are used: in headwater catchments slope is
calculated along the length of all CFEV waterway lines, and in lower catchments all channels
except for the channel with the highest order (i.e. the main channel) are used in the calculation.
An example of this methodology is shown in Diagram 6, where the left hand image shows a head
water catchment after aggregation, where all stream lengths are used in the calculation of the
slope. The right hand image shows a midstream catchment where all blue channels are used,
with the centre black channel ignored.
The slope for the channel routing parameter relationship (see Section 5.4.2) was determined
along the main channel (black channel in the right hand image of Diagram 6) rather than the side
channels.

Diagram 6: Calculation of channel slope using CFEV waterways

5.3. Catchment PERN and fraction impervious
PERN and the fraction impervious for each sub-catchment are calculated based on the land use
surface type classes supplied for this project by MRT (Mazengarb 2020). The land uses were
grouped and a Mannings – PERN relationship used to derive PERN values for each land use
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group (Table 2). The fraction impervious was also based on this layer. Full details of calculating
PERN and fraction impervious are described in the Hydrodynamic Methods Report (WMAwater
2021b), and a full table of how the land uses were grouped is provided there. The external
hydrological model can only have a single PERN value for each sub-catchment’s pervious areas,
therefore, a sub-catchment areal-weighted average of the pervious area PERNs was applied in
the external hydrological model. The ICM-RAFTS model has the capability for multiple land-uses
per sub-catchment and therefore multiple PERNs. Therefore, in the ICM-RAFTS model, each subcatchment is divided into the relevant land-use groups and PERNs using the relative proportion
of area covered by each group.
Table 2 Land-Use vs PERN relationship
Land-Use
Mannings PERN
Areas
Impervious
Built
Rural
Forest

0.014
0.025
0.06
0.1

0.5
1
2
3

5.4. External hydrologic model parameters
The external hydrologic model developed in the WMAwater framework is a hybrid, with the
catchment routing performed using the RAFTS method, and the channel routing performed using
the WBNM area method.

5.4.1. Catchment routing
The external hydrologic model is set up with individual sub-catchment PERNs and a scaling
parameter (BX) to be applied to entire catchments or larger sub-areas within a catchment. The
sub-catchment PERNs are calculated using the areal-weighted average on all the land use types
within each sub-catchment. This presents a small difference compared to the ICM-internal RAFTS
model implementation of PERN, which has individual land use areas covering each individual
proportion of the catchment. Therefore, there are likely to be some small variances in the subcatchment runoff, however these are generally small differences and are quickly routed out once
channel routing comes into the equation, progressing down the catchment. As the uppermost subcatchments are modelled in the final design ICM runs using rain on grid, these small changes
should not impact on the final design maps.

5.4.2. Channel routing parameter
To better represent behaviour expected in the ICM hydrodynamic model, the initial channel routing
parameters are calculated using a relationship to the main channel slope. The external hydrologic
model uses a channel routing parameter based on the WBNM lag parameter, C, however this is
only used for channel routing and not for catchment routing in the external hydrologic model. To
avoid confusion with the WBNM C parameter, this parameter has been named as R. The
hydrodynamic model covers the complete catchment and represents several flows schemes from
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steep, fast flows in the upper catchment, to slower deeper flow in the main channel. This variance
in flow behaviour needs to be represented in both the hydrologic and hydrodynamic model. To
capture this behaviour in the routing in the hydrologic model, a relationship was developed
between the slope of each sub-catchment and the channel routing parameter, R. The channel
routing parameter is initially set using the relationship shown in Diagram 7, which is based on the
range of calibrated R values included in the WBNM documentation (Boyd et.al., 2012) to try and
represent behaviour that is modelled in the hydrodynamic model, however further adjustments
are required for some catchments, as described in Section 6.

Diagram 7: Channel routing parameter (R) vs catchment slope relationship

5.4.1. Continuing loss
Initial values for sub-catchment continuing loss are derived from the Hydrologic Soil Groups of
Tasmania data provided for this project. Each sub-catchment is assigned an initial value for
continuing loss based on the dominant soil type in the sub-catchment. During both event
calibration and design loss calibration to FFA, a CL scaling factor is calibrated, keeping the ratio
between soil types the same. Therefore, the losses derived from the soil losses layer are not used
directly, but are used to inform the spatial pattern of losses over the catchment.

5.5. ICM-RAFTS model parameters
The ICM-RAFTS model is setup with information and parameters derived from the catchment
characteristics and the external hydrologic model. The information input to ICM-RAFTS includes:
•
Sub-catchment name
•
Slope
•
•
•
•

Land uses and PERNs
Initial and Continuing Loss
Sub-catchment rainfalls (for calibration events)
BX values
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•

Location of input of flow – which is the downstream end of each sub-catchment. This is
consistent with standard RAFTS routing which routes the sub-catchment to the bottom
of the sub-catchment rather than the centroid.

For all design events, routing in each sub-catchment is split via its associated surface and soil
types. The PERN of each surface type is grouped into three categories (1, 2 & 3) which are
equivalent to the PERN associated to that surface type. Further details of the relationship between
PERN and Manning’s n are provided in the Hydrodynamic Methods Report (WMAwater, 2021).
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6. CALIBRATION
6.1. Rainfall inputs
Sub-catchment rainfall data for historical events is required for use in the hydrologic model
calibration. Due to broadscale availability of sub-daily rainfall data for earlier events, different
approaches are used for the earlier calibration events (up to and including the August 1970 event)
and the more recent calibration events (from August 2007 onwards).

6.1.1. Rainfall derivation prior to 1971
For events prior to 1971, the rainfall surface is calculated using event temporal patterns calculated
from sub-daily rain gauges in the vicinity of the catchment, and event depths from the AWAP daily
rainfall grids.
AWAP grids are used to give event totals. AWAP grids use data from sub-daily and daily rain
gauges, providing additional information on rainfall totals. AWAP is considered the most
appropriate source of data for the 5 events prior to 1971, for calculating rainfall depths for the
calibration events for the following reasons:
• the state-wide hydrologic model covers areas and historic events that have very sparse
sub-daily data coverage
•

there are less than half the number of sub-daily gauges available for events prior to 1971,
and only a couple in the state for the first three calibration events (1929, 1946 and 1960).

•

the AWAP grids have been generated using a “sophisticated analysis technique” including
topography resolving methods to interpolate the data between observation points (Jones
et al. 2009).
the AWAP grids have been quality controlled (for events over a year old) (BOM 2020).
For events lacking sub-daily rain gauges, there is no better data available and no approach
that likely to give better rainfall grids that could realistically be derived for this project.

•
•

Temporal patterns are derived for each grid cell using the temporal pattern from the nearest gauge
using Thiessen polygons. Sub-catchment rainfall depths are derived from this grid using an areal
weighted average of the grid cells within each sub-catchment for each time step. For data sparse
historical event, sub-catchment temporal patterns are derived from a single gauge or, for
particularly data sparse events, using a synthetic temporal pattern.

6.1.2. Rainfall derivation for events from 1971 onwards
A summary of the method used for development of calibration event rainfalls for events from 1971
– 2018 is outlined below.
1. Extract daily rainfall data from all gauges within Tasmania for each of the seven
statewide calibration events from 1971 – 2018, and for relevant gauges for the
additional calibration events identified for specific catchments
2. Undertake rudimentary QAQC and infilling of daily record
3. Fit daily rainfall surfaces for each event using all daily and available pluviograph
data, using Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW)
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4. Calculate sub-catchment rainfall depth from all grid cells within the sub-catchment
using areal weighted averages
5. Disaggregate daily data in each sub-catchment using the temporal pattern from
gauge assigned using Thiessen polygon method.
More details are provided in the following sections.
6.1.2.1.

Daily data QAQC

Daily rainfall data was downloaded for all relevant sites in Tasmania and data within the seven
statewide calibration events was extracted. Relevant daily rainfall data for the additional
catchment specific calibration events was also extracted.
Bureau “daily” rainfall data includes some data with multi-day rainfall totals and data showing how
many days each reading covers. In some cases, there is still value in these readings, and the
rainfall can be distributed using rainfall at surrounding gauges as a guide to how the rain should
be divided between days of the event.
Given the broad-scale nature of this project, specific disaggregation of multi-day rainfall events is
only undertaken for events where limited efforts were most likely to provide significant
improvements to rainfall grids, in areas where flood behaviours were of interest. Multiday events
that met the following criteria are investigated:
• Rainfall total greater than 50 mm and
• less than 5 days summed together (i.e. could be 2 values each recording a 2 day total, or
a single total covering 4 days).
Generally, only significant two-day rainfall totals are disaggregated. In some cases the event dates
spread for a few days before and after the main part of the event, so events with up to 5 days of
multi-day totals are allowed in the first pass, to cover these cases.
For the gauge event data that included multi-day totals, the data over the accumulated days is
manually reviewed and compared to gauges in the surrounding area. Where there is a strong
consistency in the proportion of the total rainfall recorded on each day of the event in the
surrounding gauges, the multi-day total is distributed based on the average daily proportion of the
total in the surrounding gauges. This maintains the total rainfall at this specific gauge so that even
with some uncertainty in the day-to-day timing, there may be value in this data for deriving the
final rainfall grids. However, in some cases, there is too much inconsistency in the surrounding
gauges or daily rainfalls are summed over many days. Where this is the case, the uncertainty in
any individual day’s total is deemed to be too large and these periods are excluded from the gauge
record used for gridding.
Sanity checking is undertaken by running the gridding procedure with all multi-day rain events
excluded, and with the disaggregated data included. Areas where there are major variations
between the two grids are reviewed with the input time series data to ensure that the inclusion of
the disaggregated data is beneficial.
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6.1.2.2.

Grouping nearby gauges

Before the gridding process can be undertaken, nearby gauges are grouped to avoid double
weighting of co-located rain gauges. Rain gauges data can be co-located for a number of reasons,
for example:
• Daily rain gauge data may be available at the same location as a sub-daily gauge. This is
often data from the same rain gauge that has been processed to a daily total from the
original pluviograph data. In some cases, these are readily identifiable by a shared site ID
but sometimes they may have different site IDs. If the data has shared data owners it may
have been assigned both a Bureau site ID and another organisation’s ID.
• Some rain gauge sites have two different instruments co-located with different site
numbers, for example if one is an automatic weather station and the other is a manual
read site.
•

Sometimes rain gauges have been moved a very small distance, and there can be a period
of overlap while both gauges are recording.

While in some cases these are actually different instruments, it is not reasonable to give an area
double the weighting in an inverse-distance weighting when two rain gauges are closely located.
Therefore, all rain gauges located within 500 m of each other are grouped. For any event, only
the maximum total rain of any of the gauges in a group is used for inverse distance weighting. The
maximum rain is chosen to be conservative for flood mapping purposes.
Once a QAQCed set of rain gauges are available for each event, all sub-daily data is aggregated
to a daily timestep (9am to 9am) to be consistent with the daily read rainfall totals across all rain
gauges.
6.1.2.3.

Create daily rainfall surfaces

Daily totals at all available rain gauges for each event are then used to create an inverse distance
weighted rainfall grid for each day’s rainfall totals. Inverse distance weighting is then applied to
create a 1 km-by-1 km grid to cover all of Tasmania, or the relevant area, using the Delft-FEWS
(Deltares, 2017) inverse distance interpolation with a power of two applied. A power of two is used
as WMAwater has used this power in other flood modelling projects within Tasmania, to provide
the best fit to event data. For those projects, and for this one, power 1, 2 and 3 were trialled and
the resulting rainfall surfaces with power 2 generally gave the best calibration results when run
through hydrologic models and compared to observed flows.
Sub-catchment daily rainfall depths are then calculated using the areal-weighted average of all
grid cells within each sub-catchment.
6.1.2.4.

Create sub-daily rainfall time series

Thiessen polygons are used to assign a sub-daily rain gauge with available data to each subcatchment, based on the sub-catchment centroid.
The daily sub-catchment total (from step 6.1.2.3) is disaggregated to 15 minute time steps using
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the sub-daily temporal pattern distribution of the assigned gauge.
There are two potential edge cases that this method can cause, which may result in errors in the
estimation of large rainfalls. The cases include:
1) Daily rainfall totals greater than 0 mm occurring on a day where the identified sub-daily
rain gauge has 0 mm of rain, and therefore no temporal pattern is available
2) Significant daily rainfall totals occurring on a day where the identified sub-daily rain gauge
has very low rain, with potentially only one timestep with rain occurring, causing a large
rainfall total to be assigned to a single or relatively few timesteps, giving unrealistic extreme
short duration rainfall bursts.
These edge cases are hard to systematically remove, and are handled using the following
process:
1) Days with no rain in the sub-daily temporal pattern are spread evenly across the full 24
hours. This typically happens on days where the daily rainfall total is very low and
insignificant in terms of the most intense rainfall during the event (either before or after the
main event burst), as otherwise it is likely that rain would also have been recorded at the
nearest sub-daily gauge. However, to ensure significant rain is not smoothed across the
entire day, a data review layer of the daily total for any locations spread evenly is created
and this is checked as part of the model calibration process for each catchment. If any
notably large rainfall totals that are spread evenly over the day are found during the
calibration, then a sub-daily pattern from another suitable rain gauge is used instead.
2) All sub-catchment rainfall time series used in calibration are reviewed and checked for
errors for each calibration event as models are calibrated. If very large individual time-step
totals are observed then they are reviewed, and another rain gauge may be substituted to
create the sub-daily temporal pattern for some sub-catchments if appropriate.
6.1.2.5.

Review

All gridded rainfall surfaces and sub-daily timeseries are reviewed on a catchment by catchment
basis as they are used in model calibration, to check for any obvious issues. If errors are found,
then some gauges may be marked as unusable for specific events, and the grids and subcatchment rainfalls are regenerated to give a revised rainfall surface.

6.2. Event calibration
Hydrologic model calibration is undertaken for the 13 calibration events, for catchments where
there is sufficient rain and flow data available, and for areas where the calibration event was a
significant flood (Table 1). Additional calibration events derived for specific catchments are also
used for hydrologic model calibration.
As the modelling in the validation catchments identified some difficulties achieving similar
behaviour between the external hydrologic model and the ICM hydrologic and hydrodynamic
model, the calibration is partially undertaken in both models. In summary, this process is:
1. Calibrate the event losses and routing parameters for both catchment and channel routing
in the external hydrologic model
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2. Run an initial run through of the ICM hydrologic and hydrodynamic model with the
calibrated losses and catchment routing
3. Compare model behaviour at key locations such as towns, upstream of major confluences
or areas with large floodplain storage
4. If necessary, the ICM model is updated with different Manning’s or catchment routing to fit
to observed data where available
5. If there are significant differences in model behaviour, the external hydrologic model is
updated to reflect any changes made to the ICM catchment routing, and to more closely
match the channel routing behaviour shown in the ICM model at the key locations (which
do not necessarily have any observed data available)
6. Final run through of the ICM model to create project outputs
This process is designed to ensure that the external hydrologic model is fit-for-purpose to calibrate
design event losses (Section 7.1) and select final design runs (temporal pattern, critical duration
etc.). As the external hydrologic model is only being used for these purposes it is acceptable and
even expected there will be some variability between routed flows using a full hydrodynamic model
(in ICM) and the simplified assumptions of non-linear channel routing. As long as the external
hydrologic model gives a reasonable representation of the full ICM model, it is considered suitable
for selection of losses and design runs at a regional model scale. More details of the process are
described in the following sections.

6.2.1. Calibrate external hydrologic model
Four model parameters are calibrated: IL (initial loss), scaling of soil groups CL (continuing loss),
BX (sub-catchment routing parameter scale) and scaling factor for R (channel routing). As
discussed in Section 5.4, the model is initially set up with sub-catchment PERN assigned based
on the areal weighted average of PERN for each land use group within each sub-catchment, and
initial R and CL values based on the channel slope and sub-catchment soil type respectively.
During calibration, the IL and BX are applied to entire catchments upstream of the streamflow
gauges, and CL and R have a single scaling factor covering the same region.
Each event is initially calibrated separately. The model is calibrated using an automated process
with a shuffled complex evolution (SCE) approach used to optimise a custom goodness-of-fit
metric (Equation 1). The parameter ranges allowed in calibration are shown in Table 3. If
necessary, these ranges are expanded at some locations to improve model performance.
Once the initial individual event calibration has been undertaken, the significant events at each
gauge are recalibrated together, allowing individual losses per event but with routing parameters
optimised across all events using Equation 2. Where appropriate, losses and calibration
parameters are calibrated across nearby gauge locations if the catchments show similar
behaviour. If large scaling factors are being applied to the routing parameters, the catchment
characteristics upstream of the gauge are reviewed and, where appropriate, the underlying R or
PERN values of only some proportion of the catchment are changed to more closely reflect
expected ICM model outputs. For example, where the R scaling factor is high, sub-catchments
along the main river may be increased by more than the headwaters and minor tributaries.
Similarly, losses may be distributed based on the soil layer and then scaled during calibration.
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𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 1 − (%∆𝑣 2 + %∆𝑝2 + ∆𝑡)
Equation 1

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑖𝑡 =

∑𝑘𝑛=1 1 − ( %∆𝑣𝑛2 + %∆𝑝𝑛2 + ∆𝑡𝑛 )
𝑘
Equation 2

Where
k = number of calibration events
%∆v = percentage difference of modelled to observed event flow volume
%∆p = percentage difference modelled to observed event flow peak
∆t = timing difference of event peak
Table 3 Calibration parameter bounds
Parameter

Lower bound

Upper bound

IL
CL scaling
BX
R scaling

0
0
0.3
0.3

150
5
3
3

6.2.2. Calibration in ICM
Once events have been satisfactorily calibrated in the external model, ICM-RAFTS is
parameterised with the calibrated BX and event losses. The ICM-RAFTS model is run and the
runoffs from individual sub-catchments are validated against runoffs produced by the external
hydrologic model to ensure that parameters have been transferred correctly, and runoff behaviour
is consistent.
The events are then run through the ICM hydrologic and hydrodynamic models, and the routed
flows produced are compared to flows produced from the external hydrologic model at selected
locations. This is done to check that the simplified routing in the external hydrologic model is
producing acceptable hydrograph shapes when compared to the routing in the hydrodynamic
model. If it is found that there are large differences in routing, the channel routing parameter in
the external hydrologic model is modified to better represent the hydraulic modelled flows, and
event calibration of losses and BX is repeated. This process is repeated until an acceptable match
is achieved between models. The overall calibration process will result in a best fit hydraulic
flow/level to observed and hydrologic derived models. The aim is to ensure that the external
hydrologic model is representative of the hydrodynamic model, so it can then be used to select
losses and design events across the catchment.

6.3. Calibrate losses to FFA
Initial and continuing loss values were derived over the whole of Australia as part of the ARR2019
project, and these are available on the ARR DataHub (Babister et.al. 2016). However, these are
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generalised losses and experience in NSW has shown that the storm losses calculated for the
ARR2019 project can have a systematic bias. Thus, calibration of catchment specific losses is
preferred where possible. For this project, losses are calibrated at sites with suitable gauged
records, by optimising the fit of the flows produced from the hydrologic model to the FFA.
The method includes the following steps:
• The FFA is fitted to the data at each gauge using an automated version of FLIKE software
(BMT, 2015). The best fit of the FFA to the annual maximum series (AMS) is then selected.
Both GEV and LP3 distributions fitted with L-moments and Bayesian methods are
considered.
•

•

The hydrologic model is then run through a differential evolutionary algorithm with design
inputs, treating the catchment average losses as the variable parameters. Sub-catchment
continuing losses are distributed based on the soil layer provided. All design runs are
simulated for each duration, the flow at the critical duration is extracted, and the modelled
FFA is then compared to the FFA fitted to the AMS. The cost function developed is
weighted in log space to minimise the difference between the modelled and gauged FFA.
For the purpose of this study, the calibration process gives more weight to the fit at the top
end of the FFA curve (at 2% and 1% AEPs) than the lower tail, as the top end is the
simulation range of most interest for the study.
Generally, pre-burst is considered by subtracting the catchment-average median pre-burst
value from the IL. However, if IL depth is less than the median pre-burst depth a sensitivity
analysis is conducted using pre-burst temporal patterns derived for this project. If the preburst is insignificant it may be ignored

The soil losses layer developed for this project provides a minimum final infiltration rate for use in
Horton model for losses. For this project, an Initial Loss – Continuing Loss (IL-CL) model is used.
To investigate use of the soil losses layer, the minimum final infiltration rate was compared with
the continuing loss calibrated for the pilot catchment, as the minimum final infiltration rate is the
ongoing loss applied in the Horton Model after losses have diminished. For the pilot catchment, it
was found that the minimum final infiltration rate were significantly higher than the calibrated
continuing loss, and the losses from the ARR Data Hub (Babister et.al., 2016). Therefore, the
losses derived from the soil losses layer are not used directly in the hydrologic model, but are
used to inform the spatial pattern of losses over each catchment. The design continuing loss are
weighted based on the relative minimum final infiltration rate value for each sub-catchment, such
that the weighted average of all sub-catchment losses is equal to the design continuing loss.

6.4. Regionalising parameters
A method for regionalising hydrologic model parameters is required for assigning parameters to
ungauged catchments. The PERN parameter is regionalised based on the land use layer. Loss
and channel routing parameters are initially derived for ungauged catchments based on a nearest
neighbour approach. Previous state-wide hydrologic modelling studies undertaken in Tasmania
have used this approach. For example, a number of approaches to regionalisation of parameters
was trialled for the Tasmanian Sustainable Yields study, and the nearest neighbour approach was
found to give the best results (Viney et.al. 2009). Although the focus of these studies was on yields
rather than floods, the model included soil loss parameters that were regionalised in this manner.
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The losses are distributed throughout each catchment using the soils moisture loss layer provided
for this project.
Once calibration has been undertaken at all available gauge sites, a Leave One Out (LOO)
analysis will be undertaken at gauge sites, to investigate the suitability of this approach. For the
LOO analysis, the 2% and 1% AEP design flood events will be calculated using parameters
derived from the nearest neighbour method and the calibrated model parameters. The volumes,
peaks and model bias will be compared to determine whether the methods results in acceptable
outcomes. The analysis and outcomes will be documented in a report, including the process for
determining suitable parameters for ungauged catchments in Tasmania.
If the use of the nearest neighbour approach does not produce acceptable outcomes, other
approaches to regionalising losses will be investigated. These include:
• Using the nearest-neighbour approach on the scaled losses for each soil type, rather than
the overall average soil loss.
• Investigating the relationship between calibrated IL, CL and the areal averaged soil
moisture losses for each calibration catchment. If there is a correlation, this layer could be
used to regionalise losses.
• Using data from gauge sites with short records to calculate the mean for an FFA analysis.
Use the cross correlation of statistics calculated in FLIKE (Mean, L-CV and L-Skew) for
the nearest FFA site, to assign L-CV and L-Skew at these gauges and develop an FFA
based on these statistics. This then provides additional calibration sites for the losses.
Undertake LOO analysis at these sites to further investigate appropriate statistics to use
for regionalisation of losses.
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7. DESIGN EVENT MODELLING
Design hydrology is run for the 2%, 1% and 0.5% AEP events.

7.1. Design envelope methodology
A major aim of this regional assessment is to achieve a design envelope, where the estimated
design flood extent provides a valid flood extent for all areas of the catchment, not just for a single
area of interest. The ARF/temporal pattern combination that results in a critical flow at one point
in a catchment is not necessarily the same combination that would cause a critical flow at another
point in the catchment. The design envelope methodology is undertaken in the external hydrologic
model.
Multiple approaches could be taken to achieve this. A simple approach would be to identify
multiple points of interest inside the model and identify critical duration and temporal pattern for
each of these locations, and superimpose the flood extents to develop the envelope. The issue
with this method is in the selection of critical locations for the entire state of Tasmania. Whilst
some may be obvious, other areas could be missed. Additionally, one of the major goals of this
study is to identify areas of interest to inform future studies.
The method selected is to identify a set of temporal patterns and ARF combinations that achieve
an envelope of design flow in all regions of the model. This method uses the external hydrologic
model to selected design events, and then produces final outputs using the ICM combined
hydrologic and hydrodynamic model.
The method is shown in Diagram 8. Each step is outlined in detail in Sections 7.1.2 - 7.1.7.
Throughout the explanation, two sub-catchments from the Meander catchment are used to help
illustrate the details, and these two sub-catchments are highlighted in Diagram 9.

7.1.1. Headwater and coastal catchment design flow methodology
For headwater and coastal sub-catchments, direct rainfall is used with alternating block temporal
pattern; more details on the direct rainfall approach used can be found in the Tasmanian Strategic
Flood Map Hydrodynamic Methods Report (WMA 2021b).
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1. Generate ARF bins to
represent the area upstream
of each sub-catchment

2. Run all sub-catchments
through all ARF bins for all
durations and TPs

3. Create “ideal” reference
dataset. With ideal ARF bin
(close to actual upstream
area) and relevant critical
duration and TP above the
mean for each sub-catchment

6. Select a small number
(approximately 4 per AEP) of
ARF, duration and TP sets to
give errors below our
threshold

5. Create ordered list of ARF,
duration and TP set with
number of sub-catchments
that this represents the ideal
for and error in other
catchments if this set was
used

4. Calculate error for each
sub-catchment for all other
ARF, duration and TP sets,
compared to the subcatchment’s ideal set

7. Run selected sets through
the ICM combined hydrologic
and hydrodynamic model

8. Output project deliverables
from ICM

Diagram 8: Process for ARF, duration and TP selection for each sub-catchment and AEP

Diagram 9 Example sub-catchments used in explaination of design run selection
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7.1.2. Generate representative ARF bins for each sub-catchment
Each catchment is broken into ARF bins based on the range of upstream areas within each
catchment. The potential ARF bins are shown in Table 4. Each sub-catchment is assigned an
ARF bin based on the total area upstream of that sub-catchment outlet. Each bin is then assigned
the ARF of the largest upstream area of any sub-catchment in the bin. The Meander catchment is
used to illustrate the process. Diagram 10 shows each sub-catchment’s ARF bin for the Meander
catchment. The example sub-catchment Mea183 has a total area upstream of 37 km2 so it is
placed in the 45 km2 bin and Mea158 has an upstream area of 1141 km2 and is therefore in the
1200 km2 bin.
The maximum percentage differences in rainfalls calculated using the binned ARF compared to
the ARF that would be applied to an individual sub-catchment’s upstream area are shown in Table
4 for each ARF bin. Average errors are likely to be much lower, as these are calculated from the
extremes of a bin and with the shortest reasonable critical duration for that bin. For example, the
3.7% error for the 120 km2 bin relates to calculating a 75.01 km2 catchment for a 120 min critical
duration, however initial results in the Meander and Inglis catchment modelling showed that most
critical durations for catchments in this bin are 720 mins which only has an error of 1.5%.
This method enables the calculation of all flows, critical durations, and critical temporal patterns
in the system to within 5% error due to applied ARF, whilst reducing the total number of simulations
required by two orders of magnitude from almost 200,000 runs (545 ARF values for 18 durations
and up to 20 TPs (PTP and ARP) per duration) to approximately 5,000 runs (13 ARFs with 18
durations and 20 TPs per duration).
Table 4: Maximum rainfal error in each ARF bin across all likely critical durations.
Bin

5

10

25

45

75

120

250

450

1200

1800

2600

3600

4800

Largest Error
(%)

6.0*

4.2

4.1

3.3

3.4

3.7

4.1

4.1

2.0

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.6

* The 5km2 error is greater than the 5.0% target, however it is very unlikely that any non-headwater catchments will
have an total upstream area less than 5km 2 but is included for completeness (individual sub-catchments are typically
around 6km2 and this would require 2 sub-catchments totalling 5km2).
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Upstream area
ARF bin
5

Diagram 10: Meander sub-catchments by upstream ARF area bins with Human Settlement Areas
(HAS)

7.1.3. Run hydrologic model for all ARF, TP and durations
The external hydrologic model is run for all ARF bins up to the catchment total area, TPs and
durations. All sets of ARF, TPs and durations are run for all sub-catchments to allow easy
calculation of errors later in the process; for example, the ARF for the 2600 km2 bin is run even
on sub-catchments with a total area of 6 km2. For smaller catchments up to 75 km2 only the PTP
is run, for larger catchments the PTP and ATP are run and the relevant one is selected based on
step 7.1.4.

7.1.4. Create reference set
For each sub-catchment the “ideal” or reference set of ARF, TP and duration is established. This
uses the sub-catchment’s own ARF bin (e.g. a sub-catchment with 100 km2 upstream would be in
the 120 km2 bin) and the critical duration at that sub-catchment, with the TP which has the peak
normally one above the mean peak of all the temporal patterns (as described in ARR Book 4
Chapter 3.2). An allowance is made to select the TP below the mean if it is significantly closer
(less than half the distance) to the mean as the pattern above. This is done as sometimes a pattern
significantly above the mean is selected when there is a pattern giving almost the same peak as
the mean peak, for example the TP below the mean is selected for the 2% AEP in sub-catchment
Mea15 shown in Diagram 11. For sub-catchments less than 75 km2 only the PTP could be
selected from. For larger catchments, initially the ATPs are used, however if the critical duration
with the ATPs is 18 hours (the shortest duration available) then a shorter duration is assigned if
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this was critical in the PTPs. This ARF-Duration-TP set is then used as the reference for each
sub-catchment. The peak flow for the reference set at each sub-catchment is calculated and is
used for error calculations to compare other ARF-Duration-TP sets to the reference set.

Diagram 11 Selection of the reference TP for each sub-catchment is based on the range of
temporal patterns for the critical duration for each AEP.
Diagram 12 shows the selection of the reference set for sub-catchment Mea158 1% AEP. The
critical duration is selected based on the median flow of the 10 TPs within each duration, all using
the 1200 ARF as that is the bin assigned to this sub-catchment. As this is 36 hours there is no
need to consider PTPs for this sub-catchment, so only ATPs are used. The specifically chosen
selected reference set is the run with the peak flow above the mean within the critical duration,
therefore the selected pattern is ATP7438. This gives a reference set of ARF1200, 2160 min
ATP7438 with a peak flow of 492 m3/s.
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Diagram 12 Reference set selection for sub-catchment Mea158

7.1.5. Calculate errors for alternate ARF-Duration -TP sets
Once the reference ARF-Duration-TP set is selected for each sub-catchment, the error of using a
different ARF-Duration-TP set is calculated. The error is calculated on a sub-catchment basis as
the absolute value of the percentage difference in the peak flow. Table 5 shows an abridged
example for Mea158 for the 1% AEP, with the reference set in the top row and the ranked next
best options below. Changing the duration or TP by a little can result in very small differences in
peak flow, however large changes can cause very large errors. The full version of this table
includes all the runs shown in Diagram 12, and then the same runs for all other ARFs, giving a
total of 360 runs. For sub-catchment Mea183, which uses PTPs instead of ATPs and therefore
includes more durations, there are 1580 different possible runs. Sub-catchments that are
modelled in the hydrodynamic model using direct rainfall are excluded as design rainfalls are
applied directly to these sub-catchments (see Section 7.1.1)
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Table 5 Peak flow and percentage error for difference duration and TP combinations at subcatchment Mea183. The top row is the reference set, the best 4 and worst 2 combinations are
shown as well as the set that was selected for final runs.
Note

Reference set

Final selected set

Worst ranked sets

Duration
(min)

ARF
bin

TP

Peak
Flow
(m3/s)

% error compared
to reference set

2160
2160
1080
2160
…
1440

1200
120
250
800
…

ATP7438
ATP7429
ATP7249
ATP7434
…

492.0
492.3
492.4
491.3
…

0.00%
0.05%
0.08%
-0.15%
…

450

ATP7344

510.8

3.80%

…

…

…

…

…

4320
5760

1800
1800

ATP7612
ATP7703

263.8
256.4

-46.4%
-47.9%

7.1.6. Order ARF-Duration-TP sets
Each ARF-Duration-TP set is then ranked by the number of sub-catchments that it is the reference
set for, and the errors that would be generated in other sub-catchments if only that set is used.
The ARF-Duration-TP sets are ordered based on how many sub-catchments have them as their
reference set. The top two (or more if necessary) sets for each ARF bin are selected and then the
mean, max and 90th percentile error for individual sub-catchments is calculated for all
combinations of any 4 of these sets. If necessary, further sets (e.g. combinations of 5 or 6 or more
patterns) are added to meet the target of less than a 5% error in the mean peak flow.

7.1.7. Select ARF-Duration-TP sets for hydrodynamic model run
The errors calculated in 7.1.6 are then used to select ARF-Duration-TP sets to run through the
ICM model. While there are quite a number of sets with mean errors lower than 5%, the subcatchment errors for a number of different sets are reviewed and sets are chosen that do not
have large sub-catchment errors at key locations. The process aims to keep the maximum subcatchment error within the interquartile range of the reference run (e.g. in
Diagram 15, the selected run is within the interquartile range of the reference run). Some
consideration is also given to preferencing sets that could generally achieve closer matches to
storm durations and ARF factor closer to the reference set across the catchments, so a temporal
pattern with very high intensity from a much shorter duration with a similar peak to a middle peak
of a higher duration are not selected. Additionally, where results are still within error tolerances
there is a preference for running the same ARF-Duration-TP sets for different AEPs to avoid any
potential for isolated inconsistencies in results.

7.1.8. Hydrodynamic model runs
Once design runs are selected using the external hydrologic model, the design storms for these
model runs are input into the ICM model. The combined ICM hydrologic and hydrodynamic model
is then run for each of the design runs.
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7.1.9. Reporting and mapping
Once all runs are undertaken in the ICM model a combined output map is created by taking the
maximum of all the model runs across the catchment.

7.2. Example results
Example results for the Meander Catchment are shown below. Diagram 13 shows the reference
critical durations and ARF areas that would be applied to each catchment if individual ARFduration-TP sets were selected at each sub-catchment and the selected durations and ARFs
actually selected to be run through the ICM model for the 1% AEP. This shows a similar pattern
of increasing storm duration and ARF area as we move down the catchment despite the
simplification of running only 4 patterns. In this case, using the external hydrologic model to select
design runs representative across the catchment rather than at each sub-catchment reduces the
runs through the ICM model from 43 different ARF-duration-TP sets to 4 for the 1% AEP. The
trade off for reducing model runs to a feasible number of runs on a state-wide level is that the final
flow at all locations will not be exactly equal to if individual patterns were used at all locations.
Diagram 14 shows the percentage error in final peak flows from the reference pattern peak flows
at all sub-catchments. The MAE is calculated by taking the absolute values of these errors and
then averaging which gives an MAE of 2.6%.
Diagram 15 and Diagram 16 show the range of peak flows at Mea158 and Mea183 for a selection
of ARF bins and storm durations, and the percentage errors in Diagram 14 refer to the difference
in peaks between the final selected runs (green triangles) and the reference run (red circles) which
would be selected if the study was only being conducted to an individual sub-catchment. This
shows that there is no error at Mea183 as the final selected run is the same ARF bin, TP and
duration as the reference but there is a 3.8% overestimation for Mea158 which is selecting a
different temporal pattern from a smaller ARF bin (giving higher rainfalls) and shorter storm
duration. Overall, the threshold across the catchment is a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 5%, so
the Mean Absolute Error shown in Diagram 14 must be less than 5%. If a higher MAE is found
then more ARF-duration-TP sets are added until acceptable error thresholds are met. For
example, for the Inglis study area only three ARF-duration-TP sets were needed per AEP to meet
this threshold, so these were run through the hydrodynamic model, however for Meander a fourth
pattern was required and therefore added. Additionally, combinations with lower maximum and
90th percentile errors are preferred; however no firm thresholds are in place for this. In this case
the Mean Absolute Error is 2.6%
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Diagram 13 Reference (left hand side) critcal durations and ARF areas for all non-headwater
catchments in the Meander catchment and the selected duration and ARF which were applied
across the catchment.
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Diagram 14 Percentage error in peak flow from each sub-catchment’s final selected run
compared with its individual reference pattern for the 1% AEP.
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Diagram 15 Peak flows at Mea158 for all Areal Temporal Patterns valid (ARF bin > 75km2 and duration > 12 hours) with the reference run in red – using
this sub-catchment’s ARF bin (1200km2) and critical duration (2160 mins - 36 hours) and the final selected run chosen at a catchment scale which is a
different ATP in the 1 day (1440mins)
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Diagram 16 Peak flows for Mea183 using Point Temporal Patterns (PTP) for selected relevant durations . For this sub-catchment the reference run was
one of the final selected runs so they are both the same TP, ARF bin (45km2) and duration (270mins - 4.5 hours)
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FIGURE 1
COMPARISON OF CFEV DATASETS
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